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Abstract

The comparison of the long-time behaviour of dynamical systems and their

numerical approximations is not straightforward since in general such methods only

converge on bounded time intervals. However, one can still compare their

asymptotic behaviour using the global attractor, and this is now standard in the

deterministic autonomous case. For random dynamical systems there is an

additional problem, since the convergence of numerical methods for such systems

is usually given only on average. In this paper the deterministic approach is extended

to cover stochastic differential equations, giving necessary and sufficient conditions

for the random attractor arising from a random dynamical system to be upper semi-

continuous with respect to a given family of perturbations or approximations.

r 2002 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.

0. Introduction

In the theory of deterministic dynamical systems globally attracting sets
play a central role. Usually they occupy a restricted portion of the original
phase space, and the hope is that the dynamics restricted to the attractor—a
natural way to understand the idea of ‘‘the asymptotic dynamics of the
system’’—is easier to understand than the full dynamics of the system. They
have also been used as a way to compare the asymptotic dynamics of
numerical approximations with those of the original system, since generally
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error estimates are only valid on bounded time intervals (see [31] and
references therein).

This paper extends these techniques, which are now standard for
deterministic autonomous systems, in order to treat the stochastic case.
Although these results are similar to those in Caraballo et al. [5] (random
perturbations of autonomous deterministic systems2) and Caraballo and
Langa [4] (random perturbations of non-autonomous deterministic systems)
they are not equivalent. Indeed they generalise those of the first paper to
treat what are essentially random perturbations of random systems, and
cover a case which was missing from the second.

Section 1 briefly reviews the random dynamical system (RDS) framework
in which one can discuss random attractors. Section 2 contains a result that
gives various (necessary and sufficient) conditions under which one can
obtain the upper semicontinuity of attractors for perturbations of random
dynamical systems that converge almost surely, while Section 3 shows that a
similar result holds for numerical approximations even though they
converge only on average.

Section 4 gives two examples illustrating the main theoretical results: the
attractor of a stochastic reaction–diffusion equation depends upper-
semicontinuously on one of the parameters in the equation; and the
attractor of a backwards Euler approximation of a stochastic ordinary
differential equation (ODE) converges towards the attractor of the exact
equation as the timestep is refined.

1. Random dynamical systems and random attractors

This section recalls the definition of a random dynamical system and a
random attractor (for more background on random dynamical systems see
[1]). In what follows T will denote a choice of ‘‘time’’, either Z (when time is
discrete) or R (for continuous time).

Let ðO;F;PÞ be a probability space and fyt :O-O; tATg a family of
measure preserving transformations such that ðt;oÞ/yto is measurable,
y0 ¼ id; and ytþs ¼ ytys for all s; tAT: The flow yt together with the
corresponding probability space,

ðO;F;P; ðytÞtATÞ

is called a (measurable) dynamical system.

2 In [5] we claimed, falsely, that the result proved in this paper was in fact an immediate

consequence of the argument showing upper-semicontinuity for random perturbations of

deterministic systems. The lack of uniformity introduced by perturbing from a random system

does not allow such a simple generalisation, and it is this that requires the ‘‘positive invariance’’

condition used in Theorem 2.
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A continuous random dynamical system (RDS) on a Polish space ðX ; dÞ
with Borel s-algebra B over y on ðO;F;PÞ is a measurable map

j : Tþ � O�X-X ;

ðt;o; xÞ/jðt;oÞx

such that P-a.s.

(i) jð0;oÞ ¼ id on X ;
(ii) jðt þ s;oÞ ¼

jðt; ysoÞ3jðs;oÞ for all t; sATþ ðcocycle propertyÞ;
(iii) jðt;oÞ : X-X is continuous.

Random attractors were first introduced by Crauel and Flandoli [11] and
Schmalfuss [30], with notable developments given in [10,12].

A random compact set fKðoÞgoAO is a family of compact sets indexed by
o such that for every xAX the map o/distðx;AðoÞÞ is measurable with
respect to F:

In order to discuss the concept of attraction denote by distð�; �Þ the
Hausdorff semidistance in X ;

distðA;BÞ ¼ sup
aAA

inf
bAB

jja 
 bjjX :

A random set is said to be attracting if for all deterministic bounded sets
BCX

lim
t-N

distðjðt; y
toÞB;AðoÞÞ ¼ 0; P-a:s:

Since jðt; y
toÞu0 can be interpreted as the position at t ¼ 0 of the trajectory
which was at u0 at time 
t; this pullback convergence property is essentially
attraction ‘from t ¼ 
N’.

A random compact set AðoÞ is said to be a random attractor for the RDS
j if it is both attracting (as above) and invariant, i.e.

jðt;oÞAðoÞ ¼ AðytoÞ for all tX0

P-a.s.
The standard result that provides the existence of random attractors is

similar to that familiar from deterministic theory (e.g. [3,16,24,28,32]): the
following elegant formulation is due to Crauel [9].

Theorem 1. There exists a random attractor AðoÞ iff there exists a compact

attracting set KðoÞ:

A result similar to that of this paper due to Caraballo et al. [5] shows that
this is indeed a sensible generalisation of the deterministic notion of a global
attractor. Suppose that SðtÞ is a deterministic semiflow with global attractor
A; and that jeðt;oÞ are the cocycles of ‘‘almost deterministic’’ random
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dynamical systems, in that for P-almost every o
jeðt;oÞx-SðtÞx as e-0

uniformly on bounded subsets of X : Then if the random systems have
attractors AeðoÞ

distðAeðoÞ;AÞ-0 as e-0 P-a:s:

2. Upper semicontinuity under perturbation

This section examines perturbations of continuous time random dynamical
systems. The main assumption is the pathwise convergence of the perturbed
systems: je converges to j0 if P-a.s. for every x0AX and each t > 0

jjjeðt;oÞx1 
 j0ðt;oÞx0jjX-0 ð2:1Þ

as e-0 and jjx0 
 x1jjX-0:
Note that since j0ðt;oÞ is continuous for each t and o; the convergence in

(2.1) would be a consequence of the uniform convergence

sup
x0AK

jjjeðt;oÞx0 
 j0ðt;oÞx0jjX-0

as e-0 for all compact subsets K of X :
The first theorem of this paper assumes pathwise convergence as in (2.1).

Antecedents can be found in [4,6,21]. While the method is mainly inspired
by the treatment in [21], the formulation of the result is more in line with
that in [4]: in particular, it seemed interesting to investigate further the
positive invariance condition used in [4] that occurs here as statement (iii).

Theorem 2. Suppose that for eA½0; e0Þ each element of the family

jeðt;oÞ : X-X of random dynamical systems has a random attractor

AeðoÞ; and that jeðt;oÞ approximates j0ðt;oÞ in the sense of (2.1). Then

the following three statements are equivalent

(i) the family AeðoÞ is upper semicontinuous at e ¼ 0

lim
e-0

distðAeðoÞ;A0ðoÞÞ ¼ 0; ð2:2Þ

(ii) there exists a family fKeðoÞg of compact attracting sets for the RDS

jeðt;oÞ and a compact set K0ðoÞ contained in the basin of attraction of

A0ðoÞ such that

lim
e-0

distðKeðoÞ;K0ðoÞÞ ¼ 0; ð2:3Þ

(iii) the same as (ii) but with K0ðoÞ a positively invariant compact

attracting set, i.e.

j0ðt;oÞK0ðoÞDK0ðytoÞ for all tX0:
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Proof. Given (i) setting KeðoÞ ¼ AeðoÞ immediately gives (ii) and (iii).
ðiiÞ ) ðiÞ: since AeðoÞCKeðoÞ the assumption of (2.3) implies that

lim
e-0

distðAeðoÞ;K0ðoÞÞ ¼ 0: ð2:4Þ

If (2.2) does not hold then there exists an e > 0; an oAO; and sequences
en-0 and xnAAen

ðoÞ such that

distðxn;A0ðoÞÞ > e:

It follows using (2.4) that there exists a subsequence xn (after relabelling)

such that xn converges to some xnAK0ðoÞ with

distðxn;A0ðoÞÞXe: ð2:5Þ

Since K0ðoÞ is contained in the basin of attraction of A0ðoÞ by assumption,
it is possible to choose t such that

dist ðj0ðt; y
toÞK0ðy
toÞ;AðoÞÞoe: ð2:6Þ

Since Aen
ðoÞ is invariant it follows that there exists a ynAAen

ðy
toÞ such

that jen
ðt; y
toÞyn ¼ xn: It follows using (2.4) that there is a subsequence

such that yn converges to some ynAK0ðy
toÞ: The convergence property
(2.1) now shows that in fact

j0ðt; y
toÞyn ¼ xn:

In particular it follows from (2.6) that

dist ðxn;A0ðoÞÞoe;

contradicting (2.5), and so ðiiÞ ) ðiÞ:
ðiiiÞ ) ðiiÞ: this follows since any positively invariant compact attracting

set is contained in the basin of attraction of A0ðoÞ: The proof of this
combines ideas from [8,12]. In fact, if K0ðoÞ is a compact attracting set that
is positively invariant then

A0ðoÞ ¼
\
tX0

[
tXt

j0ðt; y
toÞK0ðy
toÞ:

First, an argument following Flandoli and Schmalfuss [12] demonstrates
that if K0ðoÞ is positively invariant then it is attracted by the set

OK ðoÞ ¼
\
tX0

[
tXt

j0ðt; y
toÞK0ðy
toÞ:

Indeed, if not then there exists an e; an oAO; and sequences tn-N and

xnAj0ðtn; y
tn
oÞK0ðy
tn

oÞ

with

dist ðxn;OK ðoÞÞ > e: ð2:7Þ
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Since xnAK0ðoÞ for every n there is a convergent subsequence (relabel this
xn). Denoting its limit by x0 it follows from (2.7) that

distðx0;OK ðoÞÞXe: ð2:8Þ

However, it is clear that for any t

xnA
[
tXt

j0ðt; y
toÞK0ðy
toÞ

for n large enough, and so in fact x0AOK ðoÞ; contradicting (2.8). Thus K0ðoÞ
is attracted by OK ðoÞ as claimed.

Since K0ðoÞ attracts bounded sets it follows that so does OK ðoÞ: Indeed,
given a bounded set B; an e > 0; and an oAO; first choose a t such that

distðj0ðt; y
toÞK0ðy
toÞ;OK ðoÞÞoe=2:

Now using continuous dependence on initial conditions choose a d > 0 such
that

distðj0ðt; y
toÞNðK0ðy
toÞ; dÞ;OK ðoÞÞoe;

where NðX ; dÞ denotes the d-neighbourhood of X : Finally, there exists a T

such that for all tXT

distðj0ðt; y
t½y
toÞB;K0ðy
toÞÞod:

It follows that for all tXT þ t

distðj0ðt; y
toÞB;OK ðoÞÞoe;

and hence B is attracted to OK ðoÞ:
To finish the proof, use the fact that the random attractor is uniquely

characterised by its invariance and the fact that it attracts every bounded (in
fact compact is sufficient) deterministic set: this was proved by Crauel [8].
Thus A0ðoÞ ¼ OK ðoÞ as claimed. &

Note that if AeðoÞ is uniformly bounded then Ae converges to A0 in
expectation. Indeed, suppose that for every 0pepe0

AeðoÞC u: jjujjXpmðoÞ
� �

with E moþN: Then it follows in particular that

E distðAeðoÞ;A0ðoÞÞp2 E moN:

From this and the almost sure convergence of the above theorem

E distðAeðoÞ;A0ðoÞÞ-0 as e-0:

It is this convergence ‘‘on average’’ that is proved for numerical methods in
the next section.
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3. Numerical approximations

This section treats numerical approximations of stochastic cocycles.
Although there are pathwise convergence results available for the forwards
Euler method [15] in general convergence tends to be proved on average
(known as ‘‘strong convergence’’). Many schemes are shown to converge in
such a sense in [22], usually with

E sup
0ptpT

jxðnDtÞ 
 xðtÞj2
� �

pCT ðDtÞg

for some g > 0 (see also [19]). The result of the previous section is therefore
not immediately applicable. Nevertheless, it is still possible to prove a result
along similar lines as Theorem 2 assuming only strong convergence.

The setup is now that the exact problem generates a cocycle jðt;oÞ on X ;
while a set of numerical schemes generate a sequence of approximate
cocycles jnðt;oÞ: For simplicity it is assumed here that the cocycles jn all act
on X too—the minimal changes needed to deal with the case when each jn

acts on a different space (as for example in Galerkin or finite element
approximations) are discussed after the proof of the theorem.

It is assumed that the approximations jn converge strongly to j in the
sense that

E sup
0ptpT

jjjnðt;oÞx0 
 jðt;oÞx0jjX

� �
-0 as n-N:

Also required are some other uniformity properties on the family fjnðt;oÞg
for each fixed o (equicontinuity in x over n and tA½0;T ).

When the numerical method involves making time discrete it is convenient
to restrict attention to fixed timestep approximations, and consider
convergence only through sequences fejgjAZ of timesteps such that enþ1jen

(enþ1 exactly divides en). The reason for this is that the random attractor is
essentially a pathwise concept, and so it is necessary to be able to compare
the accuracy of pathwise approximation as the timestep is refined. In order
to ensure that the same o is being approximated with each successive
refinement it should be possible to choose the ‘‘better’’ approximation of the
noise in a way that is consistent with the previous calculation.

To illustrate this consider the simple example

dx ¼ f ðxÞ dt þ dWt

with solution

xðt þ DtÞ ¼ xðtÞ þ
Z tþDt

t

f ðxðsÞÞ ds þ WtþDt 
 Wt:

This solution can be approximated by the scheme

xðt þ DtÞExðtÞ þ f ðxðtÞÞ Dt þ Nð0;DtÞ:
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Refining the timestep (say to 1
2 Dt) involves choosing two smaller increments

over 1
2
Dt that are consistent with the particular value of the Nð0;DtÞ random

variable generated with the larger timestep. The detailed implementation of
such a process has been considered by Gaines and Lyons [13].

So for discrete time the appropriate notion of convergence is that if
fejgjAZ is a null sequence such that enþ1jen then for every oAO and each t

that is given by keN for some N and kAZþ

E sup
0ptpT

jjjen
ðt;oÞx0 
 jðt;oÞx0jjX

� �
-0 ð3:9Þ

as n-0:
The following result can be applied to the type of numerical methods just

discussed. As stressed above, the remarkable thing about this result is that
although the random attractor is a pathwise concept, it still provides
convergence of the attractors assuming just strong convergence of the
numerical schemes.

Theorem 3. Assume that for each T > 0

E sup
0ptpT

jjjnðt;oÞx0 
 jðt;oÞx0jjX

� �
-0 as n-N ð3:10Þ

( for methods with discrete timesteps ej the notation ‘‘0ptpT ’’ is to be

understood as all such t in this range such that t ¼ Nek for some N; kAZ).

Assume also that for each fixed o and T > 0 the family fjnðt;oÞg
N

n¼1 is

equicontinuous (with respect to n and tA½0;T ) from X into X : Then the

following three statements are equivalent

(i) the family AnðoÞ converges on average to AðoÞ with respect to the

Hausdorff distance
lim

n-N

E distðAnðoÞ;AðoÞÞ ¼ 0 ð3:11Þ

(ii) for some constant M and for all n sufficiently large

E distðAnðoÞ;AðoÞÞpMoþN ð3:12Þ

and there exists a family fKnðoÞg of compact attracting sets for the

RDS jnðt;oÞ and a compact set KðoÞ contained in the basin of

attraction of AðoÞ such that

lim
n-N

E distðKnðoÞ;KðoÞÞ ¼ 0 ð3:13Þ

and

(iii) the same as (ii) but with KðoÞ a positively invariant compact set.

Note that there is an additional assumption in this theorem, namely that

E distðAnðoÞ;AðoÞÞpMoþN
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(this is not a consequence of (3.13), since AðoÞ will in general be a strict
subset of KðoÞ). Such an assumption holds provided that the attractors are
uniformly bounded (after taking expectations):

AnðoÞC u: jjujjXpmðoÞ
� �

with E moþN: Such an assumption holds for most of the examples in the
literature: for one such see Section 4.2.

Proof. As before, that ðiÞ ) ðiiÞ and (iii) is clear taking Kn ¼ An and K ¼
A:

ðiiÞ ) ðiÞ: If (3.11) does not hold then there exists a d > 0 and a
subsequence of the schemes (relabelled with j) such that

E distðAjðoÞ;AðoÞÞ > d for all jAN:

Since any sequence that converges to zero in expectation has a subsequence
that converges almost everywhere, one can extract a further subsequence
(relabel with j again) such that P-a.s.

distðKjðoÞ;KðoÞÞ-0 as j-N:

It is now possible to use a diagonal method as in the proof of the Arzelá–
Ascoli theorem (see, for example, [28]) to find a subsequence fnjgjAZ such

that P-a.s.: if xj-x0 as n-N then for all T > 0

sup
0ptpT

jjjnj
ðt;oÞxj 
 jðt;oÞx0jjX-0 as j-N: ð3:14Þ

Indeed, let Y be a countable dense subset of X and let fzn ¼ ðyn; tnÞg be a
countable enumeration of Y �N: Then it follows from (3.10) that there is a
subsequence fn1; jgjAZ such that P-a.s.

sup
0ptpt1

jjjn1; j
ðt;oÞy1 
 jðt;oÞy1jjX-0 as j-N:

Now inductively let fnk; jgjAZ be a subsequence of fnk
1; jgjAZ such that

sup
0ptptk

jjjnk; j
ðt;oÞyk 
 jðt;oÞyk jjX-0 as j-0

(possible since (3.10) holds over the subsequence fnk
1; jgjAZ). Finally,

setting nj ¼ nj; j and relabelling this subsequence with one index j it follows

that P-a.s.: for every yAY and for every T > 0;

sup
0ptpT

jjjjðt;oÞy 
 jðt;oÞyjj-0

as j-N: The equicontinuity of fjðt;oÞg for each fixed o now gives (3.14).
The next step is to show that for some N the set of o such that

distðAjðoÞ;AðoÞÞ > d=N

for an infinite number of jAZ is of full measure. Define

Xj;nðoÞ ¼ fo: distðAjðoÞ;AðoÞÞ > d=ng
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and consider

PðnÞ ¼
XN
j¼1

PðXj;nÞ:

If this quantity is finite the Borel–Cantelli lemma (see, for example, [2,
Lemma 2.2.4] or [25, Lemma 1.2.4]) implies that almost every o lies in only a
finite number of the Xj;n; so that

lim
j-N

distðAjðoÞ;AðoÞÞpd=n P-a:s:

Thus if PðnÞ is finite for every n then in fact

lim
j-N

distðAjðoÞ;AðoÞÞ ¼ 0 P-a:s:

which coupled with (3.12) ) (3.11).
Thus there exists an n such that PðnÞ ¼ N: But then the second Borel–

Cantelli lemma ([2, Lemma 6.1.5] or [25, Lemma 1.2.4]) implies that almost
every o lies in an infinite number of the Xj;n: writing y ¼ d=n

distðAjðoÞ;AðoÞÞ > y

for an infinite number of j occurring P-a.s.
So there is an oAO and a subsequence (relabelled for convenience) such

that the convergence in (3.14) is assured and that

distðAnðoÞ;AðoÞÞ > y:

The argument of Theorem 2 now applies to produce a contradiction thus
guaranteeing that (3.11) holds as claimed: the only adjustment is in the step
between (2.5) and (2.6), where in the case of discrete time t has to be taken

equal to Nek for some k;NAZþ: &

The proof of the above theorem could be easily adapted to the case when
jn and j act on different spaces, Xn and X ; respectively. In order to
compare the dynamics of jn and j assume the existence of continuous
projection and injection operators

Pn : X-Xn and in : Xn-X

such that Pnin ¼ id (cf. [27]). ‘‘Convergence’’ of jn to j would now take this
difference into account,

E sup
0ptpT

jjinjnðt;oÞPnx0 
 jðt;oÞx0jjX

� �
-0

as n-N: Inserting various in at appropriate points in the proof of Theorem
3 gives the same result but with An and Kn replaced by inAn and inKn in
(3.11)–(3.13).

Variable timesteps are treated within a similar framework by Kloeden
et al. [21].
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4. Applications

This section gives an application of each of the two main theorems.
Theorem 2 is applied to a stochastic reaction–diffusion equation, and
Theorem 3 to the backwards Euler approximation of a stochastic ODE.

4.1. A stochastic reaction–diffusion equation

The most unwelcome assumption in Theorem 2 is that the compact
attracting set of the ‘‘unperturbed’’ problem is required to be positively
invariant. This section gives an example that, while interesting in itself, will
also demonstrate that this condition is less restrictive than it appears
initially. Although this is only a particular example, the method of
calculation is standard throughout the literature and so similar techniques
should apply to many other interesting equations.

It is now shown that the assumptions of Theorem 2 apply for the
stochastic reaction–diffusion equation with a multiplicative noise term,

dv ¼ ðDv þ bv 
 v3Þ dt þ sv3dWt; ð4:15Þ

where the noise is to be understood in the Stratonovich sense (this prevents
the noise term producing an artificial stability effect, see [6]). This equation
was the subject of two previous joint papers [6,7]: details of the
computations necessary to prove the existence of the random attractor
can be found in [6].

Let ðO;F;PÞ the probability space that generates the one-dimensional
two-sided Wiener process Wt (two standard Weiner processes joined at
t ¼ 0), and define a shift yt on O by

WtðysoÞ ¼ WtþsðoÞ 
 WsðoÞ; ð4:16Þ

the subtracted term ensuring that W :ðysoÞ is still a Brownian motion. For
this example it also follows that the shift yt is ergodic [1].

Pardoux [26] proved that when s > 0 for each u0AL2ðDÞ and T > 0 there
exists a unique solution uðt; x0Þ of (4.15), with

uðt; x0ÞAL2ðO� ð0;TÞ;H1
0 ðDÞÞ-L4ðO� ð0;TÞ � DÞ

-L2ðO;Cð0;T ;L2ðDÞÞ:

From here once can define a random dynamical system on the phase space

H ¼ L2ðDÞ by setting (for almost every o)

jðt;oÞu0 ¼ uðt;o; u0Þ;

where uðt;o; u0Þ is the solution of (4.15) with noise o and initial condition

uð0Þ ¼ u0: The L2 norm of u will be denoted by juj: (There are some issues
here concerning the ‘‘perfection’’ of the cocycle jðt;oÞ; i.e. ensuring that the
‘‘almost every o’’ above does not depend on t and u0; see [1] for further
details.)
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Generally the existence of a compact attracting (or absorbing) set for a
PDE is proved in two stages. First find an attracting set in the phase space H

(here L2), and then work with this bound to find an attracting set in some
other space V which is compactly embedded in H : Similarly, one can find a
positively invariant compact attracting set by first finding a positively
invariant attracting set in H and then showing that jð1; y
1oÞ is compact.

Finding a positively invariant attracting set in H is relatively straightfor-

ward: with the substitution vðtÞ ¼ esWtðoÞuðtÞ Eq. (4.15) becomes a family of
deterministic non-autonomous equations indexed by o;

du

dt
¼ Du þ bu 
 e2sWtðoÞu3: ð4:17Þ

By making some elementary estimates on this equation it is possible to show
that

jvðtÞj2pe
2l1ðt
t0Þe
2sðWt0

WtÞ jvðt0Þj

2

þ 2C

Z t

t0

e
2l1ðt
sÞe
2sðWs
WtÞ ds: ð4:18Þ

It follows from here that the set

BðoÞ ¼ fv: jvðtÞj2prðoÞg

is attracting, where

rðoÞ ¼ 2C

Z 0


N

e2l1se
2sWs ds:

That BðoÞ is positively invariant follows from (4.18) since if jv0j2prðoÞ
then

jvðtÞj2p e
2l1te2sWt2C

Z 0


N

e2l1se
2sWs ds

þ 2C

Z t

0

e
2l1ðt
sÞe
2sðWs
WtÞ ds

¼ 2C

Z t


N

e2l1ðs
tÞe
2sðWsðoÞ
WtðoÞÞ ds

¼ 2C

Z 0


N

e2l1re
2sWrðytoÞ dr

¼ rðytoÞ:

Some further estimates (taking the inner product of (4.17) with Au and
using the ‘‘uniform Gronwall’’ trick, see [32], for example) now show that

jDuð0Þj2pð1þ bÞ 1
2
juð
1Þj2 þ C

Z 0


1

e
2sWs ds

� �
;

which implies that jð1; y
1oÞ is compact since H1ðDÞ is compactly

embedded in L2ðDÞ:
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One can now obtain a positively invariant compact set by setting

KðoÞ ¼ jð1; y
1oÞBðy
1oÞ:

This set is clearly compact, and furthermore it is positively invariant since

jðt;oÞKðoÞ ¼jðt;oÞjð1; y
1oÞBðy
1oÞ

¼jðt þ 1; y
1oÞBðy
1oÞ

¼jð1; yt
1oÞjðt; y
1oÞBðy
1oÞ

Cjð1; yt
1oÞBðyt
1oÞ

¼KðytoÞ;

using the positive invariance of BðoÞ:
In particular it follows that (4.15) has a random attractor for each value

of b: The bifurcations undergone by the global attractor for the
deterministic equation (s ¼ 0) are well understood, and in particular as b
increases through l1 (the first eigenvalue of the Laplacian on D) the
attractor changes from a single point (u � 0) to a one-dimensional set
formed from the unstable manifold linking the origin to two new fixed
points (see [16] or [18]).

In Caraballo et al. [7] we found similar behaviour in the stochastic model.
As one part of the proof we wanted to show that for P-almost every o;

distHðAbðoÞ; f0gÞ-0 as bkl1; ð4:19Þ

where distH is the symmetric Hausdorff distance

distHðA;BÞ ¼ max ½distðA;BÞ;distðB;AÞ:

The proof of this relies on Theorem 2: a simple direct calculation shows that
when b ¼ l1 the attractor consists of just the origin, while straightforward
estimates can be used to show that if jbðt;oÞ is the cocycle generated by

(4.15) then for each fixed o then

lim
b-b0

jbðt;oÞv0 ¼ jb0
ðt;oÞv0; ð4:20Þ

where the convergence is uniform for ðv0; tÞ in bounded subsets of L2 �
½0;NÞ:

Theorem 2 now implies (4.19). Indeed, it shows that

distðAbðoÞ; f0gÞ-0;

and since the origin is always a subset of AbðoÞ the convergence in (4.19)

follows.

4.2. Backwards Euler approximation of a stochastic ODE

This section demonstrates the applicability of Theorems 2 and 3 to a
simple stochastic ODE and its approximation using a backward Euler
method. Full details will be given elsewhere.
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Consider the equation for xARd

dx ¼ f ðxÞ dt þ e dWt ð4:21Þ

as treated by Humphries and Stuart [20], where f satisfies the following
conditions: dissipativity,

ð f ðxÞ; xÞpa
 bjxj2p; ð4:22Þ

boundedness,

j f ðxÞjpZþ gjxj2p
1; ð4:23Þ

and the one-sided Lipschitz condition

ð f ðxÞ 
 f ðyÞ;x 
 yÞpLjx 
 yj2: ð4:24Þ

The calculations in [21] prove the existence of a compact attracting set for
(4.21),

KðoÞ ¼ zoð0Þ þ fy: jyjpRðoÞg;

where zðtÞ is the unique stationary solution of

dz þ bz dt ¼ e dWt

and

RðoÞ ¼ 2C

Z 0


N

e2bs½1þ jzoðsÞj2 þ jzoðsÞj2p ds:

Properties of the process zðtÞ imply that E RoþN:
It follows that there is a random attractor AðoÞ for (4.21), and

calculations along the lines of those in Section 4.1 show that KðoÞ is
positively invariant.

Now consider the backward Euler method that approximates xðnDtÞ by xn

according to the implicit formula

xnþ1 ¼ xn þ Dt f ðxnþ1Þ þ eDWn; ð4:25Þ

where DWn is a d-dimensional Gaussian random variable with mean zero
and covariance matrix Dt I : The one-sided Lipschitz condition ensures the
existence and uniqueness of solutions of (4.25) once LDto1 (see [31] for
details). (The backward Euler method has the advantage over the explicit
forward Euler method (with xnþ1 replaced by xn on the right-hand side) that
it preserves the dissipation.)

Once again calculations from [20] prove the existence of a compact
attracting set, this time given by

KDtðoÞ ¼ zoð0Þ þ fx: jxjpRDtðoÞg;

where now zn is the unique stationary solution of

ð1þ bDtÞznþ1 ¼ zn þ e DWn
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and

RDtðoÞ ¼ 2CDt
XN
j¼0

ð1þ 2bDtÞ
jð1þ jz
j j2 þ jz
j j2pÞ:

This proves the existence of a random attractor ADtðoÞ for (4.25),
and properties of zðtÞ ensure that E RDtpMoþN for all Dt sufficiently
small.

It remains to justify the application of Theorem 3; only the main outlines
of the argument are given here. First, the convergence of the backwards
Euler scheme,

E sup
0pnDtpT

jxDtðnDtÞ 
 xðnDtÞj2
� �

-0 as Dt-0

is shown in [22]. Next the equicontinuity of the cocycles for each fixed o is
essentially straightforward: using the one-sided Lipschitz condition (4.24) it
is easy to show that for the continuous time flow

jxðtÞ 
 yðtÞj2pe2Ltjxð0Þ 
 yð0Þj2;

while for the backwards Euler scheme

jxn 
 ynj2p
1

1
 2LDt

	 
n

jx0 
 y0j:

Since

1

1
 2LDt

	 
t=Dt

-e2Lt as Dt-0

uniformly on any interval ½0;T  we obtain the required equicontinuity.
Finally, in order to show that E distðKDt;KÞ-0 as Dt-0; it suffices to

prove that

E jRDt 
 Rj-0 as Dt-0: ð4:26Þ

Using Doob’s martingale inequalities (see [25, Theorem 1.3.8])
and the fact that zn is the backwards Euler approximation to zðtÞ it follows
that

E sup
0pnDtpT

jzDtðnDtÞ 
 zðnDtÞj2q

� �
-0 as Dt-0 ð4:27Þ

for any qX1: Therefore, the terms in the sum for RDtðoÞ approximate the
integrand in the expression for RðoÞ; and since the convergence of the sums
and the integral can be shown to be uniform over Dt small (4.26) follows.
Since

distðKDt;KÞpjRDt 
 Rj

it follows that

E distðKDt;KÞ-0 as Dt-0
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as required by Theorem 3. So all the hypotheses of that theorem are
satisfied, and

E distðADt;AÞ-0

as Dt-0:

5. Conclusion

Techniques from the theory of deterministic systems can be applied to
stochastic equations in order to compare the long term dynamics of
numerical approximations of stochastic equations and the original exact
equation. This is possible despite the pathwise nature of the random
attractor and the natural convergence of numerical schemes on average.

Only one application of Theorem 3 has been given here, but note that the
convergence required is typical of various approximations: many schemes
for ODEs are presented in [22], while analysis of similar methods for
semilinear stochastic evolution equations (a broad class which includes our
example (4.15)) is given in [17] (see also [14,23]). As should be obvious from
the curtailed treatment of Section 4, there is more than a little analysis
necessary in order to apply the theorems here to particular examples.
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